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Abstract—Thermal management is critical for integrated circuit
(IC) design. With each new IC technology generation, feature sizes
decrease, while operating speeds and package densities increase.
These factors contribute to elevated die temperatures detrimental
to circuit performance and reliability. Furthermore, hot spots due
to spatially nonuniform heat flux in ICs can cause physical stress
that further reduces reliability. While a number of chip cooling
techniques have been proposed in the literature, most are still un-
able to address the varying thermal profiles of an IC and their ca-
pability to remove a large amount of heat is undermined by their
lack of reconfigurability of flows. We present an alternative cooling
technique based on a recently invented "digital microfluidic" plat-
form. This novel digital fluid handling platform uses a phenom-
enon known as electrowetting, and allows for a vast array of dis-
crete droplets of liquid, ranging from microliters to nanoliters, and
potentially picoliters, to be independently moved along a substrate.
While this technology was originally developed for a biological and
chemical lab-on-a-chip, we show how it can be adapted to be used
as a fully reconfigurable, adaptive cooling platform.

Index Terms—Adaptive cooling, chip cooling, digital micro-
fluidics, electrowetting, hot-spot cooling, microfluidics.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER THE past decade, power management has become
an increasingly important issue in integrated circuit (IC)

design. Power management used to be an afterthought in IC de-
sign, where the resulting thermal effects were not a major con-
sideration in determining the speed, timing, and reliability of the
resulting IC. However, as feature sizes decrease and operating
frequencies, interconnect resistance, and package densities con-
tinue to increase, ICs are quickly reaching temperatures that will
render current package-level cooling techniques inadequate. In
such cases, overheating would occur, which according to recent
statistics already accounts for a large portion of field failures.

It has been predicted in the latest edition of the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) that the peak
power consumption of high-performance desktops will jump
by 18% (167 to 198 W) in 2013, and by 51% (91 to 137 W)
in lower-end desktops in 2013 [10]. If more effective cooling
methods are not developed, the increase in die temperatures and
nonuniform thermal distributions in tomorrow’s ICs will cause
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a myriad of problems. For example, the mean-time-to-failure
due to electro-migration effects decreases exponentially with in-
creasing temperatures. MOS transistor drive capability is found
to decrease almost 4% for every 10 rise in temperature [29],
whereas interconnect delay increases 10%–15% for every 15 ,
both of which results in performance degradation. Furthermore,
an uneven thermal distribution and the presence of hot spots
within the die can result in chip failure due to physical stress.

While various techniques have been explored to reduce
power consumption and therefore heat dissipation in ICs,
power consumption for these ICs continues to increase. Tradi-
tional thermal management techniques that typically address
heat transfer issues at the packaging level will soon no longer
be adequate. Such methods are already inadequate for portable,
battery-operated systems that require compact packaging. Even
at reduced operating voltages, the predicted growth rate of
functionality per chip will require substantially more power
than supported by known thermal packaging options. New
techniques are therefore needed to develop embedded cooling
methods, methods for IC-level integration of thermal sensors
and heat sinks, and systematic synthesis techniques for ICs that
contain embedded heat dissipation mechanisms.

While a number of chip cooling techniques have been
proposed in the literature, most are still unable to address
the varying thermal profiles of an IC. The most promising
techniques have been based on continuous-flow microfluidic
architectures. However, their capability to remove a large
amount of heat is undermined by their lack of reconfigurability
of flows.

In this paper, we present an alternative cooling technique
based on a recently invented “digital microfluidic” platform.
This novel digital fluid handling platform uses a phenomenon
known as electrowetting, and allows for a vast array of discrete
droplets of liquid, ranging from microliters to nanoliters to po-
tentially picoliters, to be independently moved along a substrate.
While this technology was originally developed for a biological
and chemical lab-on-a-chip, we show how it can be adapted to
be used as a fully reconfigurable, adaptive cooling platform.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present an overview of chip cooling techniques proposed in
the literature. These techniques range from simple heat-sink-fan
implementations to complex MEMS structures used to enhance
air flow and heat removal. Several microfluidic devices are also
discussed. In Section III, we describe the basic principles of dig-
ital microfluidics. Section IV describes the adaptation of digital
microfluidics towards the development of a chip cooling plat-
form. Section V describes “flow-through” chip cooling based on
digital microfluidics. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
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II. COOLING TECHNIQUES FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

To date, a number of novel techniques to address thermal
management in ICs has been proposed, many of which lean
toward the microfluidic platform. For example, a closed-loop
two-phase micro-channel cooling system based on electro-os-
motic pumping of liquids has been developed at Stan-
ford, whereby an electro-osmotic pump is connected to a
micro-channel heat exchanger, which in turn is connected to a
heat rejecter [11]. Researchers at Georgia Tech have developed
a cooling module based on piezoelectric generation of droplets,
where secondary droplets are formed from a primary droplet
and then impinged on the hot surface upon which they are
immediately vaporized [9]. While some of these techniques
have been shown to dissipate heat more effectively than con-
ventional fan-based techniques, many of these systems require
external actuators or high-voltage regulators, thereby making
IC-level integration difficult. More importantly, nearly all of
these systems are based on architectures that are inherently
unable to address the selective cooling of hot spots.

A. Categorization of IC Cooling Techniques

There are a wide range of approaches in tackling the chip
cooling issue, many of which share common characteristics.
We have categorized them into two distinct categories, each of
which has their own advantages in terms of performance, com-
plexity, and cost.

Passive Versus Active Cooling: Cooling methods can be
broadly classified as being either passive or active. Passive
cooling includes thermal conduction (e.g., pastes, metal lines,
and vias), natural convection (e.g., finned heat sinks and ven-
tilation slots), and radiation (e.g., coatings and paints). Heat
pipes and thermosyphons also fall in the category of passive
methods, but they offer higher performance. These devices
are generally inexpensive to implement as there is no active
component, and are relatively simple in design. Passive cooling
devices typically perform worse than active cooling devices.

Active cooling requires input power, and includes methods
that require external components such as in forced convection
(e.g., fans and nozzles), pumped loops (e.g., heat exchangers
and cold plates), and refrigerators (e.g., Peltier/thermoelectric
and vapor-compression based).

Adaptive Versus Nonadaptive Cooling: Within active cooling
devices, we can further categorize them by adding the notion
of “adaptability” to IC cooling. An adaptive cooling system is
one in which a closed-loop feedback of the temperature of the
chip is incorporated (either by direct or indirect measurement)
in order to create a temperature-aware cooling system that can
dynamically cool different areas of the chip at different rates.
The ability to selectively cool these different areas is important
as thermal nonuniformity in integrated circuits can cause detri-
mental stresses on the IC substrate. These thermal nonuniformi-
ties, typically referred to as hot spots, can reach power densities
of 300 W/cm or more, and arise by varying distributions of
power on the IC substrate.

A nonadaptive cooling system lacks a temperature feedback
mechanism which would identify these hot spots, and thus
cannot respond to spatially nonuniform thermal profiles or hot
spots.

B. Current Methods for IC Cooling

There are five general methods which constitute the cooling
approaches found both commercially and in academia:
heat-sink-fan (HSF)-based, macrofluidic-based, MEMS-based,
refrigeration, and microfluidic-based cooling.

Fan-based cooling, the most widespread technique for
cooling chips today, is based on the use of a heat spreader
and forced-convection methods. While small improvements
in heat-sink design and chip interface have been made over
the past several years, this technology has remained basically
unchanged over many years. In macrofluidic-based cooling,
liquid cooling methods are employed at the macro scale (greater
than microliter scales) and can be classified in two categories:
direct and indirect cooling. Direct cooling methods involve
the immersion of electronic chips in a pool of inert dielectric
liquid. Indirect liquid cooling methods are usually based on
two-phase flow.

MEMS-based cooling uses today’s micro-fabrication tech-
niques to create complex structures that can be developed on
a substrate to promote the conduction and dissipation of heat.
These devices are designed to replace traditional plain-wall heat
sinks, and while these devices can be designed to work in con-
junction with either air or liquid, air is usually preferred over liq-
uids for cost-effective implementation and simple assembly [2],
[7], [31]. In refrigeration-based cooling, integrated circuits are
cooled using refrigeration systems, such as vapor compression,
gas compression, or thermoelectric devices. These systems are
capable of generating a sub-zero effective thermal resistance,
and all that is required is that the evaporator, which is attached to
the chip package, has a contact temperature less than the cooling
air temperature. The result is a substantial increase in heat dis-
sipation from the chip [17], [23].

The last class of cooling methods, microfluidics-based
cooling, operates on the premise of pushing small volumes of
liquids (less than microliter volumes) across the surface of an
IC in order to conduct and dissipate heat away downstream.
Originally introduced in the 1980’s, microfluidic handling
technologies quickly faced limitations and was unable to be
realized in a practical commercial system. However, as power
consumption in chips continued to rise and as microfluidic
pumping technology has matured over the past decade, mi-
crofluidic-based cooling has received renewed attention.

The first microfluidic cooling device was the micro-channel
heat sink proposed in the early 1980’s [30]. These heat sinks
contained minute flow channels fabricated on the back of a thin
silicon chip substrate with hydraulic diameters ranging from 10
to 30 m, allowing extremely high surface area per unit volume
of working fluid and low thermal resistance. Due to the large
external, pressurized supply of cooling liquid required, how-
ever, commercialization of these devices was not economically
or practically feasible at the time. Furthermore, an external pres-
sure source for liquid supply was inherently unsuitable for com-
pact, embedded systems. Thus, there remained a technology
void and a pressing need for the cooling of ICs in compact
packages.

Over the past decade, micro-channel devices have been devel-
oped to miniaturize the cooling hardware. Microchannel cooling
loops designed today now have high cooling performance, large
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heat transfer coefficients, small channel volumes, and a small
cooling inventory. A pumpless loop, for example, has been pre-
sented with micro-channel surfaces for cooling [12]. A closed-
loop two-phase microchannel cooling system based on electro-
osmotic pumping of liquids has been developed at Stanford [11],
and a MEMS-based micro capillary pumped loop (micro-CPL)
has been fabricated on a silicon wafer where an evaporator, con-
denser, reservoir, and liquid lines are all integrated [18]. An
alternative cooling module based on piezoelectric generation
of droplets has also been developed [9]. In this approach, sec-
ondary droplets are formed from a primary drop that impinges
on the target substrate, evaporates, then recondenses back to-
ward the primary droplet. More recently, researchers have used
photopolymerizable polymers to fabricate a device in which
a cooling liquid is kept circulating by a small nickel impeller
driven by an external rotating magnetic stirrer. A ring of ther-
moresponsive hydrogel allows the impeller to be actuated on or
off whenever the temperature drops above or below a given crit-
ical value [1].

While the cooling ability in these devices has been shown to
perform better than the fan-based approaches used today, many
are unable to address the changing thermal profiles in the IC due
to inherent limitations in their design. In Section III, we look to-
wards an alternative microfluidic platform in which an array of
cooling droplets is independently moved such that the motion of
each droplet can be reconfigured on-the-fly. This inherent flex-
ibility in droplet flow allows for a dynamic response to changes
in the thermal profile of the IC, thus resulting in an adaptive
cooling platform.

III. ADAPTIVE HOT-SPOT COOLING CONCEPT AND DESIGN

The lack of reconfigurability in cooling rates, both spatially
and temporally, renders the cooling techniques in Section II in-
adequate for adaptive cooling. Hence, any thermal variations
within the IC are therefore addressed in advance by aggressively
designing for higher cooling rates near the regions of highest
heat flux. Furthermore, current techniques have primarily fo-
cused on cooling at the package level, where high thermal con-
ductivity standoffs are interfaced between the microprocessor
chips and the lid of the package. While the cooling efficiency of
these devices has been shown to be higher than traditional HSF-
based methods, their inherently inflexible architectures cannot
generally be reconfigured for adaptive cooling.

In this section, we attempt to address these architectural
and implementation issues by proposing an alternative ap-
proach to microfluidic cooling. We begin by first outlining
the requirements for a viable reconfigurable IC-level cooling
device, which will serve as a guideline to which the techniques
explored throughout this paper should adhere. Based on these
requirements, we then propose a novel cooling method using
a microfluidic technology called “digital microfluidics,” and
present implementations of this “digital microfluidic” adaptive
concept based on the flow-through of cooling liquids. In ad-
dition, we present a number of feedback mechanisms which
will be necessary to make our proposed cooling devices truly
adaptive.

A. Requirements for Adaptive Hot-Spot Cooling

To appropriately address the active and adaptive cooling of
hot spots on an IC chip, a cooling device should satisfy a number
of requirements, both at the architectural and the implementa-
tion level. For the architectural level, the requirements are as
follows.

1) System should have a mechanism to transfer and remove
heat efficiently. To date, the average power dissipation in
a commercial desktop microprocessor is approximately
90 W/cm , with hot-spot power dissipation of nearly
600 W/cm . These numbers are predicted to jump 67%
over the next 10 years, thus the system should be able to
remove heat densities at these levels.

2) System should be a closed loop. Some cooling devices re-
quire a replenishable source, for example, cooling liquid
in microfluidic devices. A compact and portable cooling
system should be able to recycle these cooling liquids in a
closed system.

3) System should be able to detect the changing thermal
profile of the IC. To appropriately respond to increased
heat densities or hot spots on an IC, the system requires a
method to monitor these changes. Several methods to de-
tect these changing thermal profiles are discussed toward
the end of this section.

4) System should be able to adapt itself in response to a
changing thermal profile. Once a change in the thermal
profile has been detected, a response to the cooling device
should be invoked in order to address this change. This
requires the system to have a cooling mechanism that
is reconfigurable such that improved cooling rates are
applied where they are needed (e.g., hot spots on the chip).

For the implementation level, the requirements are as follows.
1) System should have an easily integrable control mecha-

nism. Operation and control of the cooling unit should be
simple and easy to integrate.

2) System should be self-regulating. The system should be
able to detect thermal variations on the chip and adjust the
flow-paths and flow-rates autonomously. The cooling de-
vice should operate independently from other components.

3) System should easily interface with the IC. The ability to
easily interface the cooling device with the IC is impor-
tant from a manufacturing standpoint. Specialized inter-
face materials or outfits to the IC adds to both cost and time
to manufacture.

4) In the event that the primary cooling method fails, the
system should revert to a backup cooling mechanism.
Cooling at a minimal level must continue to operate in the
case of failure of the cooling device to provide enough
time for the system (i.e., computer) to shut itself down.

While current state-of-the-art technologies have been able to ad-
dress one or two requirements from each list, most are unable to
address them all. For example, all continuous-flow microfluidic-
based solutions presented to date are unable to address spatially
varying thermal profiles in ICs due to the restrictions arising
from permanently etched channels. Furthermore, integration at
the IC level has proven to be difficult due to bulky external
pumps.
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We present an alternative approach by utilizing a
droplet-based electrowetting-driven microfluidic system,
whereby a large number of discrete droplets can be indepen-
dently programmed and reprogrammed to address the changing
thermal profiles in an IC. As we will discuss in the remainder
of this section, this “digital microfluidic” platform is amenable
to both hot-spot cooling and IC-level integration, in addition to
satisfying the requirements necessary for successful adaptive
hot-spot cooling.

B. Digital Microfluidics

A micro-pump utilizing the phenomenon of electrowetting
has been developed at Duke University in which discrete
droplets can be formed and manipulated electro-statically
[19], [20]. Other research groups have also successfully
demonstrated droplet-based microfluidics [3]. The division
of liquids into independently controlled packets of liquid for
manipulation provides the following important advantages over
continuous-flow or mist-based systems.

1) Microfluidic operations can be reduced to a set of basic
discrete operations (i.e., move one unit of liquid one unit
step), which allows for a hierarchical and cell-based design
approach to be used. We refer to this approach as “digital
microfluidics,” as it is analogous to the design techniques
in digital microelectronics.

2) Absence of permanently etched structures allows for a
completely reconfigurable system. The only active compo-
nent, an actuating electrode, is embedded within a planar
surface of the device, requiring no additional components
or structures such as pumps and valves.

3) Given a 2-D array of actuating electrodes, liquid droplets
can be manipulated laterally in any arbitrary path without
the need for external pumps and valves. The absence of
permanently-fixed structures found in continuous-flow de-
vices allows for this digital microfluidic system to be com-
pletely virtual and reconfigurable.

4) Liquid flow has been shown to inherently increase with
increasing temperature [14]. Thus, local hot spots on a chip
could potentially have an inherently increased cooling rate
without the need for external sensors.

Fabrication of Digital Microfluidic Devices: Digital mi-
crofluidic devices are typically fabricated using standard
micro-fabrication techniques, ranging from a single-mask,
single metal layer design to a multi-layer design. They can
be fabricated on either glass or printed circuit board (PCB)
techniques [8]. Metal layers, vias, patterned insulators, and
gaskets are designed using a computer-aided design (CAD)
tool (e.g., Mentor Graphics IC or TurboCAD) and fabricated
using subtractive processes.

After the metal layer or layers are patterned, an insulating
layer of Parylene C is then deposited using wafer-tape to mask
the contacts to a final thickness of approximately 1 m. This
dielectric prevents any electrical conduction between the elec-
trode and the droplet. Since the droplet between the top and
bottom plates must not wet either surface, both the patterned
bottom plate and conductive top plate (i.e., ITO-coated glass)
are then coated with a layer of Teflon AF for hydrophobicity.
The resulting Teflon layer is porous enough to still maintain a

Fig. 1. Schematic of an assembled digital microfluidic electrowetting chip.

Fig. 2. Schematic side and top views of the electrowetting chip [14].

hydrophobic surface, but allow conduction of the droplet to the
ITO top plate. A glass spacer or patterned gasket is used to sepa-
rate the top and bottom plates, yielding a fixed gap. A schematic
of the final assembled glass-based chip is shown in Fig. 1.

Electrowetting-Based Actuation of Droplets: In electrowet-
ting-based actuation of droplets, electrical fields are used to in-
duce surface tension gradients. This method takes advantage of
the electrowetting effect, in which the surface energy can be di-
rectly modified by the application of an electric field. The elec-
tric field results in a decrease in the contact angle, causing the
droplet to spread or effectively wet the surface. If we divide the
bottom electrode into discrete electrodes, as shown in Fig. 2,
we can induce motion in the droplet to any adjacent electrode
simply by applying voltages to that electrode. A custom elec-
tronic controller was made to independently address and pro-
vide high voltages to each electrode. A custom-written program
was used to easily toggle each electrode in an automated and
programmatic manner. This fundamental method of actuation
is the basis on which the three basic microfluidic operations for
adaptive cooling are built.

Droplet Transport: Droplets in a digital microfluidic chip are
sized in such a way that the footprint of the droplet covers an en-
tire electrode. The entire chip is typically flooded with an immis-
cible filler fluid (i.e., oil) to prevent evaporation of the droplet.
Transport of droplets is achieved by the sequential actuation of
electrodes adjacent to the droplet.
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Fig. 3. Basic droplet transport with a sufficiently-sized droplet.

Consider the system shown in Fig. 3 as shown from the
top, where a droplet rests upon an array of four electrodes,
through . When a voltage is applied to electrode beneath
the droplet, the droplet is charged and an increased surface
energy causes the droplet to change its interfacial tension with
the surrounding oil, consequently wetting the surface of the
electrode. When the voltage is turned off under the current
electrode and applied to an adjacent electrode , an interfacial
tension gradient is created, causing the droplet to move until
the interfacial tension equilibrates when the droplet moves
completely onto the activated electrode.

Droplet Formation/Dispensing: Droplets can be dispensed
either by the use of external pressure from an off-chip reservoir
or from an on-chip reservoir using only electrowetting forces.
In the case of using external pressure [20], droplets are formed
by injecting liquid into the chip through a hole in the top plate.
An electrode is then activated, and the liquid is pulled backed,
producing a droplet in the process.

On-chip dispensing is accomplished by first extending a
liquid column from an on-chip reservoir by activating a series
of electrodes [26], [27], as shown in Fig. 4. Liquid is delivered
via a micro-pipettor to the reservoir through a small loading
channel connected to a loading port. The electrodes other than
those where the droplet is to be formed are then deactivated.
The electrode in the reservoir is then activated to retract the
liquid, pinching off a droplet in the process. The accuracy
and repeatability of this volume depends on several factors,
including aspect ratio (L/H), droplet/oil interfacial tension,
liquid volume in the reservoir, number of pinch-off electrodes,
actuation voltage and control sequence, and typically result in
a droplet volume CV of less than 3%.

Recycling of Liquids: Droplets that are no longer needed can
either be removed to a “waste” reservoir or recycled back into a
droplet-dispensing reservoir. While waste reservoirs have been
previously designed and used in biological and biochemical ap-
plications [26], the concept of recycling has not yet been in-

Fig 4. On-chip dispensing of droplets as viewed from the top. Electrodes are
spaced 500 �m apart [26].

troduced. In the case of a closed-loop microfluidic device, the
recycling of liquids is a requirement, preferably on-chip.

C. Digital Microfluidic as a Cooling Platform

While digital microfluidic devices have been traditionally
used to develop biological and chemical labs-on-a-chip, the
same architecture and droplet-based operations can be directly
implemented for IC cooling applications in a number of ways.
One method is to continually dispense and transport cooled
droplets across the surface of an IC, whereby the droplets
transfer, store, and carry heat away from the IC substrate to a
cooling reservoir. Once the droplet has cooled, it can be redis-
pensed to repeat the cooling process. Fig. 5 shows a schematic
top and side views of this flow-through cooling method. The
system consists of reservoirs of liquid sandwiched between a
bottom microfluidic chip and a top plate. The microfluidic chip
consists of an array of electrodes connected to the reservoirs
from which cooling droplets are formed. Once the droplets are
formed, they are transported across the array. The top plate
can either consist of a thermally conductive material on top of
which rests the IC chip to be cooled, or can be the IC chip itself.

Since a large number of droplets can be transported in user-
defined patterns over a 2-D array of electrodes, a variety of flow
paths for optimal cooling can be programmed, depending on the
thermal profile of the IC. These thermal profiles can be either ob-
tained in advance, or determined in real-time via a thermal feed-
back mechanism. In both cases, the location of thermal hot-spots
on the chip can be readily determined and the flow of droplets
can be reconfigured for its optimal cooling, as shown with the
simple case of a two-droplet system in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the
speed at which droplets are transported (i.e., their effective flow
rates) can be varied, adding an extra degree of controllability.
This on-the-fly reconfigurability inherent to digital microflu-
idics enables us to create an adaptive cooling platform.

To determine the efficiency of using droplets to cool a target
substrate, let us consider a die with a total area of 1.5 1.5 cm
and dissipating a power of 200 W. If we assume we have 10
square electrodes per array with a pitch of 1.5 mm and a total of
10 such arrays, the power dissipation per a single electrode can
be calculated as 2 W. Through manipulation of the specific heat
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Fig. 5. (a) Side view of a proposed cooling architecture using digital microflu-
idics. Droplets are sandwiched between the IC or IC packaging and the digital
microfluidic chip. Attached to the digital microfluidic chip is an active cooling
device (for example, a thermo-electric cooler or a heat-sink-fan) which is used
to dissipate the heat away from the system. (b) Top view of a proposed cooling
architecture using digital microfluidics. Droplets are formed from reservoirs of
cooling liquid and transported in reconfigurable flow paths back to the reser-
voirs where they are recycled. The remainder of the chip is filled with oil.

equation, we have calculated that the required volume flow rate
is about 10 L/s for water, which has a 4.186 J/g K. With
an electrode pitch of 1.5 mm and droplet height of 600 m, we
have demonstrated volume flow rates of about 170 L/s which
is about 17 times the required flow rate. Furthermore, although
the presence of laminar flow at those speeds will reduce the
ability to transfer heat efficiently compared to turbulent flow, we
have observed that complex flow patterns are created when the
droplets are transported across multiple electrodes [13]. Thus,
performance will be improved as heat transferred to the droplet
will be distributed more evenly through this internal mixing.

While the ability for droplets in a digital microfluidic system
to adequately dissipate heat generated from current and future
integrated circuits seems feasible, a number of other issues have
also been carefully considered in determining the success of this
technology for chip cooling applications.

Feedback Control Mechanisms: Feedback of an IC’s thermal
profile is crucial to the success of any adaptive cooling platform,
as it provides a mechanism for which on-the-fly reconfigura-
bility of droplet flow can work. There are two primary mecha-
nisms for droplet flow control, each offering their own trade-
offs in terms of flexibility, sensing, and computational over-
head. The first is thermal sensor feedback, where an array of
temperature sensors maps the thermal profile of an IC for feed-
back to the droplet actuation system. Droplet generation rates,

Fig. 6. Flow of two droplets over an array of electrodes with different thermal
profiles, where the red “x” indicates a location of a hot spot. The location of the
hot spot determines the path the droplets will take to maximally cool the hot
spot in order to create a uniform thermal profile. These hot spots can be prede-
termined (i.e., where and when an floating point unit is used is already known)
or can be determined on-the-fly through an array of temperature sensors). While
only a simple two-droplet system is shown here, a more complex and efficient
system would be implemented where hundreds of droplets would flow through
the chip.

flow paths, and flow rates can be dynamically adjusted based on
the thermal profile on the chip. This completely regulated ap-
proach offers the maximum flexibility as it dynamically adjust
flow rates based on sensor readings, but it requires overhead for
sensing, computation, and electronic control.

The second method is flow-rate feedback control. It has been
demonstrated that the flow of droplets is inherently increased
at elevated temperatures [15]. In this method, the reduction in
the filler fluid’s viscosity enables faster transport of droplets. A
flow-rate feedback control mechanism takes advantage of this
behavior by having the flow direction regulated electronically,
but the flow rate controlled by temperature. A method to de-
termine the droplet’s position and speed has already been de-
veloped using capacitive feedback. By measuring the change
in capacitance between the top plate and an electrode when
a droplet moves between them, the droplet’s velocity can be
calculated. Since droplets move faster at elevated temperatures
[14], the location of a hot spot can be interpolated. The use of
this flow-rate feedback control allows for faster heat removal in
the presence of a thermal gradient, ensuring that hotter areas re-
ceive a larger number of droplets. This method minimizes the
overhead needed for sensing and computation.

IC Level Integration: Since the only active component in the
digital microfluidic cooling architecture is embedded within a
planar surface of the device, no additional components or struc-
tures such as pumps and valves are required. All microfluidic
components and control mechanisms (e.g., supply voltage and
fluidic inputs) can therefore be isolated to a single plane, and
the only interface with the target IC substrate is the array of
droplets themselves. Hence, this architecture possesses inherent
advantages in IC integration over other microfluidic solutions.
Additionally, electrode sizes of 500 m and droplet volumes
of 25 nL have already been demonstrated [27]. Given these di-
mensions, a 1.5 1.5 cm area can accommodate a 30 30
array of electrodes, allowing for high resolutions in droplet flow
reconfigurability.
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IV. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The digital microfluidic platform has typically been targeted
toward biological and chemical lab-on-a-chip applications. As a
result, many of the technological strategies for digital microflu-
idic devices have been geared toward biological sample han-
dling and on-chip biological and chemical assay development.
While some of these strategies can be adapted for chip cooling
applications, new challenges specific to chip cooling need to be
addressed. For example, methods for temperature measurement
and hot-spot detection in a digital microfluidic device have never
been demonstrated and need to be developed. Furthermore, is-
sues of platform integration with existing devices (i.e., the target
IC substrate) need to be explored. In this section, we explore the
necessary strategies that will enable the development of a digital
microfluidic adaptive cooler.

A. Temperature Measurement

One of the main challenges that need to be addressed is the
development of a temperature measurement method that can be
integrated into our system. A number of measurement methods
were considered, including the integration of thermocouples,
the use of infrared imaging, and the fabrication of on-chip resis-
tive temperature devices (RTDs). Due to the bulkiness of even
the thinnest versions available, thermocouples were not used.
Infrared imaging, while easy to implement and process, imposes
major limitations due to the lack of transparency in the infrared
range for many of the materials used in our test devices. RTDs,
however, allowed for the most direct method of determining the
temperature of our system, but due to the overhead in signal pro-
cessing electronics, less than 10 could be implemented on-chip.
Hence, infrared imaging was reserved for characterization of
background heat dissipation studies on silicon substrates and
RTDs were used for characterization of hot-spot cooling using
single droplets.

The infrared imager used in this study is a long-wave IR
camera (JTL1 Infrared Imager, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ)
with a 50-mm IR-transparent Germanium lens. Due to the inad-
equate field of view provided by the stock lens, extension rings
were machined in aluminum to heights corresponding to the de-
sired field of view. The camera has a frame rate of 30 frames/s, a
resolution of 160 h 120 V pixels, and is equipped with a pro-
grammable range and offset setting to image a user-designated
range of temperatures.

The camera was operated through serial communication
with a custom program written in Microsoft Visual Studio
C++. Video was recorded digitally, and later processed using a
custom-written MATLAB program.

RTDs were implemented in our system by patterning the RTD
elements to either the top or bottom plate of our devices. Copper
or platinum was sputtered on a glass substrate with a thickness
of 1000 Å and patterned using either liftoff, etching, or laser
direct-write processes. A bonding layer of either chrome or ti-
tanium ( 200 Å) was used to promote adhesion between the
metal and glass. The nominal resistance of the RTDs varied
anywhere between 200–2500 , depending on the dimensions
of the RTD. Calibration of these devices was performed using
a four-wire configuration against a thermocouple under a min-
eral oil bath at various temperatures. A customized program was

Fig. 7. Side view schematic of a digital microfluidic chip on PCB in (a) a con-
fined system and (b) an open system. Note: Droplet transport occurs in the plane
of the page.

written in Microsoft Visual Studio C++.NET to facilitate the ac-
quisition and calculation of the calibration data.

B. Hot-Spot Source Design

A method to simulate hot spots on-chip was a second chal-
lenge that needed to be addressed. Since droplets will ultimately
be in direct contact with the target IC to be cooled, the hot-spots
need to be simulated and integrated into either the top plate or
bottom microfluidic plate of our system. Furthermore, the sim-
ulated hot-spot must be programmable such that the amount of
power delivered to the hot-spot could be varied for characteri-
zation studies.

Using micro-fabrication techniques, thin-film heaters were
fabricated such that the size of the hot spot was 1 mm 1 mm.
The resistances of the heater were kept to less than 100 in
order to keep the operating voltages low, as large voltages could
potentially interfere or compete with electrowetting processes.
The heaters were insulated using Parylene C deposited at
a thickness of 2 m to prevent electrical conduction to the
droplet.

C. Design and Fabrication of Flow-Through Prototypes

A schematic view of a conceptual PCB-based digital mi-
crofluidic chip is shown Fig. 7. The chip consists of a PCB
substrate upon which copper is patterned to define the elec-
trodes. Via holes are drilled into each electrode to provide
electrical contacts to the backside of the PCB substrate.
Grounding rails are patterned alongside all the drive electrodes
to provide a continuous ground connection to the droplets, and
a liquid photo-imageable (LPI) soldermask is patterned to act
as an insulator. The LPI soldermask covers the entire chip,
except areas where there are grounding rails. A layer of Teflon
AF is brush-coated on the surface of the processed PCB chip to
render the surface hydrophobic.

A droplet sits on top of the electrode and is of sufficient size so
that it is in continual contact with one or both of the grounding
rails. The first prototype of a PCB-based digital microfluidic
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chip was fabricated through a vendor capable of patterning 4-mil
(100 m) line width traces and 3-mil (75 m) line spaces (1 mil

25.3 m). The prototype consisted of a square loop of 1.5 mm
pitched square electrodes that was nine electrodes long on each
side.

The operating voltages for the confined and open systems
ranged from 140–260 V and 125–220 V, respectively, depending
on the switching frequency of the droplets. This suggests that
droplet actuation was facilitated by the absence of a confining
top plate, possibly due to the reduced drag experienced by the
unconfined droplet. Electrolysis of the droplets, typically due to
improper coverage of the insulator as shown in Gong et al. [8],
was not observed using LPI soldermask as an insulator up to the
maximum tested voltage of 350 V. Insulator charging, however,
was experienced beyond 300 V.

Later prototypes involved smaller traces and space require-
ments to accommodate electrode pitches of 750 m. Further-
more, a dry-solder mask layer was added to serve as a gasket
layer which would provide the proper spacing and define the
reservoirs from which droplets could be dispensed. Several iter-
ations of design changes and fabrication runs were tested before
a final method was reached. The on-chip dispensing and trans-
port of nanoliter-sized droplets on the latest design described
were carried out. At a gap height of 100 m, the volume of each
dispensed droplet was 50 nL. Droplets were dispensed at droplet
generation rates of up to 2 Hz and transported at switching fre-
quencies of up to 32 Hz. The actuation voltages were at most
240 V.

V. FLOW-THROUGH BASED ADAPTIVE COOLING

In this section, we demonstrate here for the first time the
ability to program droplets to cool hot spots in both an open
(a droplet unconfined by a top plate) and closed (a droplet con-
fined by a top plate) system using the coplanar electrowetting
method described in Section IV. Parameters such as droplet as-
pect ratios, heat densities, droplet liquid media, and filler fluid
media within these systems are also studied in this section for
their heat transfer characteristics.

A. Experimental Methods

Hot-Spot Cooling in an Open System: The first prototype for
a PCB-based digital microfluidic chip was designed to charac-
terize the cooling efficiency of hot spots using droplets in an
open system. The chip consists of a square pattern of electrodes
with nine electrodes per side. A 1.5 1.5 mm thin-film heater,
patterned on the backside of the PCB, was aligned with the
center electrode on each side. By applying a specified voltage to
the heater, a hot spot on the top side of the PCB was simulated.

The input power to the heater was varied using a constant
power supply. A single droplet was oscillated across all nine
electrodes at various switching frequencies. The switching fre-
quency denotes the rate at which droplets are transferred across
two electrodes, thus it is a measure of effective flow rates. The
actuation voltage was fixed at 240 V.

Using the infrared camera (JTL1 Infrared Imager, Edmund
Optics, Barrington, NJ) discussed in Section IV, a thermal pro-
file of both the droplet and the chip was captured. The video was

recorded digitally and image-processed using a custom-written
MATLAB program, whereby the temperature of the hot spot was
obtained for each frame.

Hot-Spot Cooling in a Closed System: Subsequent
PCB-based digital microfluidic designs were used to in-
vestigate the cooling efficiency of hot-spots using droplets
in a closed system. The chip (PCB-R005 TM-01) consists of
an array of electrodes. A glass plate consisting of RTDs and
heaters complimenting the electrode array was used as the top
plate. By applying a voltage to the heater, a hot spot on the top
plate was simulated.

The input power to the heater was varied using a constant cur-
rent source (CALEX 930 Current Source, CALEX Mfg. Co.,
Concord, CA). A 50-nL droplet was dispensed on-chip, then
transported across the hot spot. The cooling liquid used was
water, and the surrounding filler fluid was 1.5-cSt silicone oil.
A similar experiment was performed that allowed us to obtain
a thermal map of a mock IC chip with a constant power (heat)
density. Any heat that was drawn away by moving droplets from
this background heat flux could be imaged using the infrared
camera. The microfluidic chip was assembled with a thin glass
top plate (170 m). The reduced thermal resistance of this thin
glass plate allowed for heat transfer across this region to be
quick, and minimized the spread of heat in the lateral direction,
allowing an accurate “footprint” of the thermal profile of the top
plate to be obtained. A silicon strip heater was created by dicing
a silicon wafer and affixing standard 1/4-W resistors attached
to both ends of the strip. The high thermal conductivity of the
silicon material allowed for a uniform heat flux to be dissipated.

An infrared video was obtained by looking at the top view
of the system. Since silicon is transparent in the IR range, we
were able to observe any heat transfer on the underlying glass
top plate that was taking place. The cooling liquid used was
water, and the surrounding filler fluid was 1.5-cSt silicone oil.
The droplet was transported across the path as shown from the
top view.

B. Experimental Results

Hot-Spot Cooling in an Open System: The feasibility of the
droplets to cool hot spots in an open system was tested by ap-
plying 660 mW to the thin-film heater (equivalent to a heat
flux of 30 W/cm ), upon which a single droplet was transported
across the nine-electrode linear array. The switching frequency
of the electrodes was varied from 18 to 32 Hz which translates
to droplet residence times on each electrode from 55 to 31 ms.
The droplet was shuttled back and forth on the 9-electrode linear
array for 10 s at 32 Hz switching frequency and held away from
the hot-spot stationary on an electrode for 5 s. The shuttling of
the droplets again resumed for 10 s at the next frequency and
held stationary for 5 s and this process continued through all the
switching frequencies. Storing the droplets away from the heat
source for 5 s allowed any heat stored in the droplet to dissi-
pate before being transported at the next switching frequency.
Fig. 8(a) shows a sequence of time-lapsed images of the droplet
cooling the hot spot, in both the infrared and visible spectrum,
as it traverses across the linear array. At 0 s in Fig. 8(b), the
temperature at the hot spot is 70 C and from image processing
yielded a temperature decrease of 23 C at the hot spot after a
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Fig. 8. (a) Top view of droplet transport as viewed from an infrared camera (top image in each frame, white = hot) and regular camera (bottom image). (b) Variation
in the temperature of the hot spot with the droplet shuttling at various frequencies. At each frequency, the droplet was shuttled back and forth on the linear array
for 10 s, and stationarily held away from the hot spot for 5 s to allow any heat stored in the droplet to dissipate. At the end of the experiment, the hot spot was
allowed to reach a steady-state temperature.

quarter of a second of shuttling the droplet at a 32-Hz switching
frequency.

Effects of Switching Frequency: The temperature of the hot
spot as a function of time at different switching frequencies is
shown in Fig. 8(b) for the duration of the experiment. The data
shown was captured every 1/30 s. At each switching frequency,
the temperature of the hot spot varied between low and high
temperature values. The lower value corresponds to the tem-
perature of the droplet as it passes over the hot spot, and the
higher value is the maximum temperature of the hot spot when
the droplet is at either of the far ends of the linear array. It should
be noted that the temperature of the hot spots is lower at higher
switching frequencies. This is an expected result since a droplet
shuttling at higher speeds corresponds to higher flow rates and
therefore it removes heat faster. The time-averaged temperature
of the droplet increased at a rate of approximately 0.22 C/s,
while the average cooling rate of the hot spot was found to be
5.5 C/s at 32 Hz.

Due to the interference of the droplet during infrared
imaging, the lowest temperature of the hot spot could not be
obtained as the water droplet does not transmit IR. Therefore,
the “coolability” (i.e., temperature drop) due to the shuttling
droplet is calculated as the difference between the higher values
at each frequency and the steady-state value of the hot spot
obtained at the end of the experiment. It is important to note
that this represents a worst-case scenario, as it is likely that the
hot spot is actually cooled to a much lower temperature.

Effects of Hot-Spot Heat Flux Density: The coolability of the
droplets with switching frequencies from 18 to 32 Hz was ob-
tained for heater input power ranging from 360 to 660 mW. As
shown in Fig. 9(a), the effectiveness of cooling by the droplets
improves as the input power to the hot spot increases at higher
frequencies. For example, at a switching frequency of 32 Hz,
there is a 200% increase in the temperature drop for an 83% in-
crease in heater power from 360 to 660 mW. This suggests that
cooling performance is greatly improved as the power densities
in the hot spot are increased. It should be noted that below the
switching frequency of 22 Hz, the temperature drop for input
power of 560 and 660 mW is the same but the temperature
drop increases at higher switching frequencies for 660 mW of
input power densities. This suggests that the heat removal of the
droplets saturates at a particular switching frequency and any in-
crease in input power would not change the heat removal while
a decrease in input power would lead to a smaller temperature
drop.

Due to the power limitations of the thin-film heater, the upper
limit of this trend could not be obtained. The copper traces of the
heaters would open at input power beyond 660 mW so experi-
ments were not performed at higher input power. Another limi-
tation of this method is that water droplets evaporate at 100 C
and therefore liquids with higher boiling points, such as DMSO,
must be used to cool higher temperatures.

Fig. 9(a) shows the relative heat transfer coefficients, defined
by Newton’s law of cooling, as calculated from the data ob-
tained in Fig. 8(b). Since the heat input from the hot spot to the
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Fig. 9. (a) Heat transfer coefficients between the droplet and hot spot at various heater powers (360 to 660 mW) and droplet transport frequencies (18 to 32 Hz).
(b) Data replotted for temperature versus heat input power. Saturation of temperature drops are observed for switching frequencies of 28 Hz and below as shown
by the asymptotic behavior of the curves.

Fig. 10. (a) Temperature profile of a hot spot as a droplet is oscillated across its surface in a closed system. (b) Temperature drop of a hot spot during the oscillation
of 1.8 �L and 50-nL droplets.

droplet was difficult to obtain experimentally, the heat transfer
coefficients were normalized to the best-case scenario (heater
power 660 mW, switching frequency 32 Hz) and it was
also assumed that the power delivered to the hot spot in contact
with the droplet was linearly proportional to the input power de-
livered to the heater on the backside of the PCB.

At low frequencies, the change in heat transfer coefficients
of the droplets was observed to be almost linear, while at higher
frequencies the increase in heat transfer coefficient is more
rapid. Cooling is therefore significantly enhanced at higher
effective flow rates of the droplet. Although only a single
droplet was studied here, up to four additional droplets could be
simultaneously transported across the 9-electrode linear array,
thus increasing the effective flow rate by 5 given the same

switching frequency (i.e., the flow rate of five droplets trans-
ported at 32 Hz across the linear array has the same effective
flow rate as a single droplet transported at 160 Hz).

Hot-Spot Cooling in a Closed System: The ability of droplets
to cool a hot-spot within a closed system was investigated using
an array of RTDs to measure temperature and a thin-film heater
to simulate the hot spot. The power applied to the heater was
187.5 mW, resulting in a heat flux density of 33.3 W/cm , upon
which a single droplet was transported across a five-electrode
linear array. The volume of each droplet was 1.8 L, the elec-
trode pitch was 1.5 mm, and the droplet height was 600 m. The
switching frequency was varied from 4 to 16 Hz, which resulted
in 1–4 Hz frequencies in which the droplet encounters the hot
spot. The temperature was recorded at a rate of 10 samples/s,
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and the steady-state temperature of the hot spot in both oil and
air were also obtained.

Effect of Switching Frequency: Fig. 10(a) shows the tempera-
ture profile of the hot spot as the droplet was oscillated across its
surface. The steady-state temperature of the heater was 90 C in
air and 78 C in oil. As the droplet resides on top of the hot-spot,
the temperature quickly reduces to 60 C, despite the switching
frequency. As the droplet moves away from the hot spot, its tem-
perature begins to rise but quickly reduces again as the droplet
returns to the hot spot. The value of this upper limit is dependent
on the rate at which the droplet returns to the hot spot, i.e., the
switching frequency. If the switching frequency is increased,
the upper limit becomes smaller. Switching frequencies of up
to 100 Hz have been demonstrated on these digital microfluidic
platforms. Higher frequencies can be attainable, but alternative
dielectrics to the LPI soldermask need to be investigated as to
avoid breakdown and charging effects of the insulator.

Effect of Droplet Volume: To study the effects of absolute
scaling (i.e., the scaling of the system in all three dimensions),
a similar set of experiments as previously described was per-
formed, but with 50 nL droplets on 750 m pitched square elec-
trodes and a 100 m height. The power to the heater was such
that the steady state temperature in oil was 80 C. Fig. 10(b)
compares the temperature drop observed for both the 1.8 L
and 50-nL droplets.

For a 1.8- L droplet, the temperature drops observed ranged
from 4.76 C to 11.5 C as the droplet speed increases, however,
the effects are less noticeable for the scaled system. Temperature
drops of less than 1.5 C was observed for a 50-nL droplet,
suggesting that heat transfer characteristics are worsened as the
absolute dimensions of the system are scaled down.

Closed-Loop Dispensing, Transport, and Recycling of
Droplets: The successful development of a stable PCB-based
digital microfluidic platform enabled us to design a system
whereby droplets could be simultaneously dispensed and trans-
ported in a continuous closed-loop fashion. Using a 2-D array
of electrodes connected to eight reservoirs, up to eight droplets
could be simultaneously generated and transported in flow
paths such that the net volume of each reservoir was maintained
constant. The total number of steps for each cycle is 18, during
which each reservoir dispenses one droplet and receives one
droplet, resulting in a zero net loss of liquid. No changes in the
total volume of liquid in each reservoir were observed after 32
cycles.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a promising chip cooling technique based
on a recently invented “digital microfluidic” platform. This
novel digital fluid handling platform uses a phenomenon known
as electrowetting, and allows for a vast array of discrete droplets
of liquid, ranging from microliters to nanoliters to potentially
picoliters, to be independently moved along a substrate. Using
prototypes of digital microfluidic devices, we have demon-
strated for the first time the ability to program droplets to cool
hot spots in both an open and closed system, and investigated
parameters affecting heat-transfer such as droplet aspect ratio,
absolute volumes, hot-spot power densities, and the presence
of a filler fluid.

While the ability for droplets to cool hot spots has been
successfully demonstrated, the heat transfer parameters studied
suggest that for actual systems with nanoliter volumes and
high heat-flux densities, droplets must be transported at speeds
well above the limits of our current prototype. Above such
limits, the LPI solder-mask has exhibited detrimental effects
such as charging, thus alternative dielectrics used to insulate
the electrodes from the droplet need to be explored. A wide
range of dielectrics not yet tested could significantly increase
the maximum attainable droplet speed, thus satisfying the
requirements for flow-through-based droplet cooling in current
and future IC devices. Furthermore, a more through characteri-
zation of alternative cooling liquids, such as DMSO or ethylene
glycol, or even the incorporation of nanoparticles in the fluids
(i.e., nanofluids), needs to be performed. Such fluids could
potentially increase the heat transfer coefficient and therefore
overall cooling efficiency of the device.
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